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ABSTRACT 
The characteristic near-field behavior of electromagnetic fields is open to a variety of interpretations.  In a classical sense 
the term ‘near-field’ can be taken to signify a region, sufficiently close to some primary or secondary source, that the 
onset of retardation features is insignificant; a quantum theoretic explanation might focus more on the large momentum 
uncertainty that operates at small distances.  Together, both near-field and wave-zone (radiative) features are fully 
accommodated in a retarded resonance propagation tensor, within which each component individually represents one 
asymptotic limit – alongside a third term that is distinctly operative at distances comparable to the optical wavelength.  
The propagation tensor takes different forms according to the level of multipole involved in the signal production and 
detection.  In this presentation the nature and symmetry properties of the retarded propagation tensor are explored with 
reference to various forms of electric interaction, and it is shown how a suitable arrangement of optical beams can lead to 
the complete cancellation of near-fields.  The conditions for such behavior are fully determined and some important 
optical trapping applications are discussed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Attractive interactions between non-polar molecules in their ground states generally result from so-called dispersion 
interactions.  The first descriptions of such molecular interactions, beyond the range of significant overlap between 
electron distributions, resulted in the well-known London formula [1], in which the dispersion energy displays an 6R−  
dependence on distance separation.  The dispersion forces were originally considered to be the result of second order 
electrostatic interactions.  Although valid at short distances, theory cast in these terms could not include any effects 
associated with the finite speed of electromagnetic propagation.  It is now known that a complete description of 
intermolecular interactions, applicable at all distances, must accommodate such retardation effects.  One of the most 
important consequences of including retardation is manifest in a replacement of the London dispersion energy distance-
dependence by a Casimir-Polder term, derived using quantum electrodynamics (QED).  In the Casimir-Polder 
interaction, the asymptotic form of distance dependence for large intermolecular separations changes to 7R−  [2].  The 
adoption of calculational methods based on QED, ensuring a formulation of intermolecular coupling correctly 
encompassing retardation effects, also shows that the Coulomb’s law form of interaction between transition dipoles is a 
limit only applicable at short distances, where retardation may be neglected.  The more general result involves a retarded 
resonance propagation tensor, which accommodates both near-field and wave-zone regions – plus a third term which 
becomes equally significant in a region of distances comparable to the optical wavelength [3]. 
In this paper we show that, due to the particular features of this retarded propagation tensor, the effects of near-field 
interaction may be cancelled when a suitable optical geometry is set up.  Such a possibility has important consequences 
in the case of laser optical trapping, where an interplay of the optically induced interactions between particles 
significantly impinges on the viability, creation and stability of array configurations.  Configuring a collapse of the 
optical binding interactions can completely collapse such structures. 
In the following Section 2, theory is first developed in terms of a retarded propagation tensor, shown to take different 
forms according to the level of multipole involved in signal production and detection.  The nature and symmetry 
properties of the propagation tensor are explored in Section 3, with reference to various forms of multipolar interaction.  
In Section 4, the concept of optical binding as a coupling between optical centers is introduced and the conditions for 
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near-field cancellation are thereby determined.  In the following section some important optical trapping applications are 
discussed.  Finally, in section 6 we discuss and summarize our results.   
2. QED FORMULATION OF MULTIPOLAR COUPLING 
We begin by considering a simple system comprising two electronically distinct and neutral molecules, A and B.  In this 
system, the process to be addressed entails interactions of A and B with light.  In the multipolar form of quantum 
electrodynamics the Hamiltonian for this system may be represented as; 
 ( ) ( )rad at int
, ,A B A B
H H H H
ξ ξ
ξ ξ
= =
= + +∑ ∑ . (1) 
Here Hrad is the Hamiltonian for the radiation field in vacuo, Hat(ξ) is the field-free Hamiltonian for a molecule ξ, and 
Hint(ξ) represents the Hamiltonian for the interaction of  the molecule with the radiation field.  The tripartite simplicity of 
equation (1) results from adoption of the multipolar form of light-matter interaction, derivable from minimal-coupling 
interaction by a well-known canonical transformation.  It can be argued that any multipolar form is, indeed, rigorous 
only within a quantum electrodynamical formulation [4].   
For present purposes the Hamiltonian of interaction between the electromagnetic field with functionally identical 
particles (A, B) is expressible as follows; 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 3int ,H dξ ξ⊥ ⊥= − ⋅∫ p r e r r  . (2) 
The transverse electric polarization field ( ),ξ⊥p r  is succinctly expressible in a form (3) whose expansion in powers of 
λ delivers the entire multipolar series [5]; 
 ( )
( )
( ) ( )( )1
0
, e dα α ξ ξ α ξ
α ξ
ξ δ λ λ⊥ ⊥= − − − −∑ ∫p r q R r R q R   , (3) 
where the summation is taken over the constituents of molecules ξ  whose centers of mass are located at Rξ , their 
constituent charges eα located at positions qα.  In application to any specific process or interaction, it is necessary to 
consider only the form of coupling effected by the lowest order of electric multipole that supports each associated donor 
and acceptor transition.  A traceless form can be adopted for the quadrupole and higher order multipoles, consistent with 
the transverse character of the electric displacement field [6].  Using the implied summation convention for repeated 
tensor and vector indices, the Hamiltonian for the interaction may be re-expressed; 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1int
A.B A.B
...o i i o ij j iH d Q d
ξ
ξ ξ
ξ ξ
ε µ ξ ε ξ− ⊥ − ⊥
= =
= − − ⋅∇ −∑ ∑R R , (4) 
where ( )ξµ  and ( )ξQ  are the corresponding operators for the electric dipole and electric quadrupole.  The second term 
in (4), typically smaller than the first by a factor of the order of the fine structure constant (i.e. two–three orders of 
magnitude smaller) takes the lead in a series of higher order multipole corrections (for the later calculations, only the 
leading term is retained).  The electric displacement vector field ⊥d  in (4) is itself expressible, using the Power-Zienau–
Woolley approach, as a mode expansion that is linear in the photon creation and annihilation operators [7]. 
For the coupling between two electric multipoles Em-En (where En is used to denote an electric multipolar interaction of 
order n – for example E2 denotes the electric quadrupole), quantum electrodynamical calculation delivers a result that 
can be cast as follows [8-10];  
 ( ) ( )
1 1 1 1
E E
; ... ... ... ; ...( , )m m n n
m nm n
fi A i i i i j j B j jM E V k E
− = R  , (5) 
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where ( )mξE  is the transition multipole tensor of order m for component ξ, and the coupling tensor, quantifying the 
propensity for an Em transition at A to be electromagnetically coupled with an En transition at B, is expressed as follows; 
 
( ) ( )1 1 2 2 1 1 1 12... ...
0
1
( , ) ... ...
4m n m n
m ikR
i i j j i i j j i j i j
eV k
R
δπε
−= ∇ ∇ ∇ ∇ −∇ + ∇ ∇R   ; (6) 
also k = ∆E/hc, where ∆E is the energy exchanged in the interaction; R is the displacement vector defined by RB–RA.  It 
also emerges from the analysis that precisely the same formula, (6), operates for the coupling between magnetic 
multipoles [8].  The rank ( )m n+  coupling tensor 
1 1... ...
( , )
m ni i j j
V k R , given in equation (6), is also called the retarded 
potential tensor.  Its retarded characteristic applies over all distances, accommodating readily identifiable short-range 
(near-field, 1kR  ) and long-range (wave-zone, 1kR  ) asymptotes.  The former behavior is identified with virtual 
photon coupling (resonance energy transfer) – the latter, real photon propagation (radiative transfer) [11].  Thus, as the 
detector is moved outwards, away from the near-field, a progressively radiative character to the energy transfer emerges.  
From a quantum theoretic viewpoint, this reflects the fact that as the distance between the coupled multipoles increases, 
there is a decreasing uncertainty in the co-aligned electromagnetic momentum [3].   
The simplest and most significant form of electric multipole coupling is the well-known solution for dipole-dipole 
interaction [12]; 
 E1-E1 B( , )fi Ai ij jM V kµ µ= R , (7) 
where; 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }i 23
0
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) 1 i 3
4
kR
ij ij i j ij i j
eV k kR R R kR R R
R
δ δπε= − − − −R    (8) 
is the lowest rank tensor given by equation (6).  The calculation that leads to (8) involves a summation over modes for a 
virtual photon propagating in either direction between A and B.  From this result, it may be interpreted that, consistent 
with the E1 nature of the coupled transitions, the mediating virtual photon conveys one unit of angular momentum – 
irrespective of the detector displacement form the source.  This, however, is an interpretation whose extension to higher 
multipoles has a potential pitfall.  For example, it is not widely understood that electric quadrupole decay produces 
radiation that is detectable not only by quadrupole detectors, but also by a dipole detector – yet a clearly non zero result 
[9,11-13] emerges for the latter case of E2-E1 coupling.  This and other processes are both fully allowed and addressed 
by the general QED theory; in all cases the source-detector coupling is achieved by regular spin-1 photon [14]. 
3. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE COUPLING TENSOR  
To progress further, an irreducible tensor construction of the three tensors in expression (5) may be introduced.  Though 
spherical tensors are commonly engaged for the analysis of multipole transitions [15], an irreducible Cartesian tensor 
formulation [16] facilitates a more direct connection with the development given in the previous Section, and it conveys 
the same physical information.  The connection between the two representations is well established [17].  The first step is 
decomposition of the three tensor forms in equation (6) into irreducible parts.  In general, a Cartesian n-rank tensor 
comprises irreducible constituents of integer weights j in the interval ( 0 j n≤ ≤ ), each j also signifying the associated 
angular momentum.  The decomposition is trivial in the case of the multipole moments; since they are fully index-
symmetric and traceless, each is properly and uniquely expressible as a natural tensor, i.e. one whose weight equals its 
rank.  This is a reflection of the local spherical symmetry that applies to an atom source or detector.  It is not, however, a 
feature of any of the coupling tensors ( ),kV R  delivered by equation (5); the entirety of the source-detector system is 
clearly of less than spherical symmetry.  For example, the E1-E1 result (7) comprises weights 0 and 2; a prescription for 
their determination is readily available [18].  It can be easily seen that in the near-zone ( 1kR  ), the term with the 
highest inverse power of R dominates 
1 1... ...
( , )
m ni i j j
V k R , and that term entails weight ( )m n+  alone.  Hence, in short range, 
any coupling that leads to the evaluation of a weight 0 part of the 
1 1... ...
( , )
m ni i j j
V k R  tensor, such as arises in the case of  
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isotropic systems, will result in a zero contribution.  A more explicit description of the coupling tensor in terms of its 
irreducible parts can be found in reference [14]. In the following section we consider a specific case of coupling. 
4. OPTICAL BINDING AND ITS CANCELLATION 
A well-known example of optically-induced coupling between two optical centers is afforded by optical binding [19], 
where the optical coupling of particles A and B is induced by throughput, moderately intense, laser radiation..  A suitable 
basis set for calculating the potential energies and forces associated with such processes comprises products of the 
electronic states of each particle, and a number state for each mode of the radiation field; the particle pair energies 
emerge as diagonal elements of the perturbation matrix.  The optically induced coupling can be described by four 
entangled E1 interactions, the annihilation and creation events of one real and one virtual photon.  Since each operation 
of the electromagnetic field entails a photon creation or annihilation, the leading term in the system energy is delivered 
by fourth–order perturbation theory.  Casting the result in terms of physically measurable quantities, and using the 
explicit result (8) for E1-E1 coupling, the following result emerges for the optically induced shift in the inter-particle 
potential energy, produced by a beam of irradiance I [20]; 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) A B
0
, Re , cosind i l ij jk kl
IE e e k V k k
c
λ λ α αε
⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤∆ = ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠
k R R k R  , (9) 
where ( )ie
λ  is the ith component of the laser polarization vector, ( ) ( ),ij ijk k kξ ξα α≡ −  is the frequency-dependent dynamic 
polarizability of a particle ξ  [18], and ( ),jkV k R  is the fully retarded resonance dipole-dipole interaction tensor.  No 
other contributions arise at this order (E14) if the particles are centrosymmetric and non-polar, as will be assumed in the 
following.  (In cases where A and B are polar, other contributions will arise, signifying real photon annihilation and 
creation events, co-located at one or the other particle).   
It can be shown that the near-field effects of optical binding may be cancelled out for particular configurations.  The 
principle of such assertion can be easily shown.  Let us consider the case where there is throughput radiation derived 
from multiple beams, with their polarizations disposed in all three directions, Fig. 1.  It can be readily seen that the 
associated energy is: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A B03
0
, Re , , , cosobeamsind xx yy zz
I k k
E V k V k V k
c
α α
ε
⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤∆ = + + ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
k R R R R k R  . (10) 
In the near-field zone, we have the phase factor ( )cos 1⋅ →k R  and the retarded potential contribution, 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) 0NF NF NFxx yy zzV k V k V k+ + =R R R , such that the right-hand side of (10) vanishes; the short-range optically induced 
fields completely cancel.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme showing the geometry of an isotropic optical input, ignoring radiative pressure.  Each beam has linear 
polarization in one of three axes.  In the near-zone region, the inter-particle separation R is smaller that the wavelength λ.  
x y 
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R
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It is important to note that expression (10) does not account for the effects of radiative pressure usually present in optical 
binding process.  To counter the latter effects, experimental observations (such as on cold and ultracold molecules, 
optically trapped nanoparticles, microparticles and colloids) are usually entertained in counter-propagating laser beams.  
This scheme ensures that beam radiation pressure cancels out, and any optically induced potential is the only significant 
force over nanoscale distances where the irradiance is effectively constant [21].  A modification of the latter laser set-up 
is shown in the following Section to cancel optical near-fields. 
5. OPTICAL TRAPPING APPLICATION  
Here, we consider one set-up of counter-propagating laser beams, supplemented by the addition of a secondary laser 
throughput designed to modify the total field the particles experience.  With reference to a simple particle pair, Fig. 3 
illustrates the wave-vector and polarization vector geometry, also defining parameters for establishing their orientation 
relative to the inter-particle displacement vector.  Two counter-propagating beams (primary beams k1 and k2, the 
standard configuration) are located on the x-axes, each having the same polarization in the y direction and with an optical 
field of magnitude E  (or irradiance I).  These beams are intersected orthogonally by a secondary field, k3, propagating 
in the y direction with x-axis polarization; the latter, on mirror reflection, propagates back as k4 with a polarization 
rotated by / 2π  (through the employment of an optical element not shown in the diagram).  The field amplitude of the 
secondary beam and its reflection are 2E , which is equivalent to an irradiance of 2I.  Previous studies has shown that 
modifying the irradiance of the secondary field in this setting, multiple particles in the near-field may be continuously 
transformed between linear, spherical and lamellar forms, and optically trapped and bound micron-sized chain of 
particles may collapse [22].  Here, this laser setting is shown to cancel the optical near-fields that are characterized by an 
inverse third power dependence on particle separation. 
At the intersection of the fields of the four laser beams as described, it can be shown from equation (9) that particles 
experience pair potentials given by; 
 [ ] [ ]3 0 0 1 1 3 32 2 3 3 2 2
0
cos cos sin
16
A BIk kR kR kRE C D C D
kRc k R k R
α α
π ε
⎛ ⎞ ⎞⎛ ⎛ ⎞∆ = + + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎝ ⎠⎠⎝ ⎠ , (11) 
where 2(1 cos )cos( sin cos )nC n kRφ φ ζ= −  and 2(2 sin )cos( cos )nD n kRφ φ= − .  Developing equation (11) for the short 
range kR << 1, by the use of l’Hôpital’s rule and the near-field approximations sin( )kR kR≅  and cos( ) 1kR ≅ , the inter-
particle potential may be expressed as; 
 
( )( )2 2 2 23 0 0
2 2
0
2 3sin cos sin cos2
316
A Bk
E
kR kRc
φ φ φ ζα α
π ε
⎡ ⎤− −⎛ ⎞ ⎢ ⎥∆ = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎣ ⎦
. (12) 
In this way, the inverse power dependent term of the dipole-dipole coupling, which only dominates for particles 
separated by distances of the order of the optical wavelength, becomes the sole surviving term in the near field zone.   
 
 
Fig. 3. Pair of particles irradiated by two counter-propagating beams, ( )1ˆ ,Ey k  and ( )2ˆ ,Ey k , (standard optical binding) and 
beam ( )3ˆ2 ,Ex k  reflected with transverse polarization as ( )4ˆ2 ,Ez k . The angle subtended by the inter-particle 
displacement vector R on the y-axis is φ, and ζ is the angle between the R projection on the zx-plane and the x-axis.  
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The behavior that can be expected, when particles initially trapped in a conventional counter-propagating beam setup are 
subjected to secondary beams of increasing intensity, can now be discussed.  At first, with particles separated by small 
distances, the Casmir-Polder potential might be considered to be of considerable importance due to its inverse sixth 
power distance dependence, enabling a group of trapped particles to form a compact structure.  However, [23] the laser 
irradiances employed in optical trapping are usually high enough for optical binding forces to dominate, and the particles 
line up along the polarization direction.  By smoothly increasing the irradiance of the secondary laser E3 and E4 (and 
consequently also the reflected field), the particle system will be passively modified to a spherical form when the 
irradiance of the secondary field becomes equal to the irradiance of the counter-propagating beams.  On any further 
increase of the secondary beam irradiance, the sphere will be continuously modified to a lamellar form, transverse to the 
secondary field propagation direction.  The initial structure is then recoverable by reducing the irradiance of the 
secondary beam.  In summary, within the near-field zone, the optical binding forces and the structures that they create 
can be modified and even cancelled for particular arrangements and relative intensities of the optical beams involved.    
6. CONCLUSION 
The nature and symmetry properties of the electric multipolar coupling tensor have been briefly explored with reference 
to various forms of interaction.  It has been shown that optical binding effects can be cancelled in the near-field zone 
when the particles are subjected to multidirectional optical radiation.  In particular, by introducing a secondary pair of 
counter-propagating laser beams, the observation of optical binding has been shown to cancel the near-fields that are 
involve in the interparticle interaction; thus the pair energy has an inverse power dependence in the near-zone which is 
attractive in nature.  
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